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Completeness or primality for partial algebras on a finite universe A is defined in a way similar 
to full algebras. A universal completeness criterion reduces to finding the complete list of max- 
imal partial clones. To each such clone C (with one exception, in fact a non-strong maximal clone) 
there is an h-ary relation on A so that C consists of all partial operations f admitting co as 
subalgebra of (A , f )  h. In ttlis paper we determine all such ~) that are areflexive (i.e. consist of 
repetition free h-tuples). These relations are described combinatorially as relations admitting a
special strong coloring. For h = 2 we obtain exactly bipartite graphs and directed graphs without 
lwo consecutive arcs. For h = 3 and 0 totally symmetric the problem of deciding whether such col- 
oring exists is known to be NP-complete. 
1. Preliminaries 
(1) Let k_> 1 be an integer and k= {0 . . . . .  k -  1}. For a positive integer n, apartial 
n-ary operation on k is a map f :  Df~ k where Dfc  _k". Let p(n/denote the set of n- 
ary partial operations on k and let P=Un_>I  pin). An operation geP  (n) is a 
suboperation of fe  pin) (in symbols g<_f) if f ID~--g (i.e. Dg c_ DZ and g(x)=f(x) 
for all x e Dg). 
(2) Let fe  pill, g • p(ml and r= rn + n -  1. We define the composit ion o f f  and g, 
denoted by h f ,g•  P(~) by setting 
Dh = {(Xl . . . . .  Xr) e_kr: (xl . . . . .  Xm)eDg and 
and 
h(x l  . . . . .  x , )  = 
(g(xl .. . . .  Xm),X,,, + l.. . . .  Xr) e D/}, 
f(g(xj .. . . .  Xm), Xm + 1 . . . . .  X r )  for all (xl . . . . .  xr) e Dh. 
(3) For n>l  and feP  ('), we define ~(f )eP  (''l, r ( f )eP  ('') and A( f )eP  ('' 1) by 
setting: 
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and 
D~-(./i { (x i ,x  2 . . . . . .  r,,): (x 2 . . . . .  x , .X l )eD/ .} ,  
D~//)  = { (x I, x 2 . . . . . .  r,,): (x 2, xj . . . . .  x,,) e Df},  
Dj I1~= {(x l ,x2  . . . . . .  r,, 1 ) : (x l ,x l ,x2  . . . . .  x,, 1)eDl} ,  
; ( f ) (x l ,  x2 . . . . .  x,,) = f (x2  . . . . .  x,,, x~ ), 
r ( f ) (x  t , x 2 . . . . .  x,,) = f(x2, x| . . . . . .  x',, ), 
A( f ) (x I ' x2  . . . . . .  Vn I) f(XI*XI*'V2 . . . . . .  Vn 1)" 
For n 1. we put ( ( f )=v( f )=A( f )=f .  
(4) For every positive integer n, each 1 <_i<_n and each D c ~'", let e~'/) denote the 
n-ary ith projection on D defined by e~!~t)(xl . . . . . .  \'.)--x~ for all (x I . . . . . .  v.) c D. 
(5) Tile universal algebra 
Pk = (P,*,~,r,A,_ {elD." " D C_ k",n e LI}) 
is called the partial post-iterative algebra on _k. A subuniverse (i.e. the carrier of  a 
subalgebra) of  Pk is called a strong partial clone on k. (For examples and more 
details, see [7, 11, 12]). Note that if C is a strong partial clone, then for each .re C 
and g<_f, we have g • C. In simpler terms, a strong partial clone on k is a composi- 
tion closed set of  partial operations on ,,k containing all projections. 
(6) Let Fc  P. We denote by F the strong partial clone generated by F (i.e. the 
smallest strong partial clone containing F). We say that the set F is complete (or 
primal) in F= P. 
(7) Finding a general completeness criterion is a fundamental problem in Univer- 
sal Algebra. Such a criterion may be based on the knowledge of all maximal partial 
clones (i.e. the dual atoms or tile co-atoms in the lattice of  partial clones). These 
were determined for k 2 by Freivald [3] and for k = 3 by Romov [12] (actually three 
were missed). Now for k _> 3 some maximal strong partial clones are described in [ 11] 
and very recently the authors of  [6] described them all. Our study has been separated 
into 3 cases, in this paper, we consider the maximal strong partial clones determined 
by areflexive h-ary relations (i.e. if (x 0 . . . . .  xh l)eL), then xi=gXl for all 0_<i< j< 
h - 1). We prove that they can be described as relations admitting strong h-coloring 
(see definition). For a binary relation ~o, this yields two cases: 
(a) if ~o is symmetric (i.e. a graph), then it determines a maximal partial clone if 
and only if ~o is bipartite; 
(b) if ~o is asymmetric, then it determines a maximal partial clone if and only if 
o is a directed graph without two consecutive arcs. 
For a ternary totally symmetric relation ~o it was shown recently [1] that determin- 
ing if ~o can be strongly 3-colored is an NP-complete problem. In this paper we solve 
the algebraic problem by reducing it to a combinatorial one. In the following we 
assume that k_>3. 
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2. Extremal h-ary relations and relations admitting strong h-coloring (h_> 2) 
Let co be an h-ary relation on k (h_> 1), i.e. co c k h andfa  partial n-ary operation 
(n_> 1) with domain DfC_k_". We say that fp reserves  co if for every h×n matrix 
A = [Aij] whose columns A.j~co ( j=  1 . . . . .  n) and whose rows Ai,  ED t. (i-- 1 . . . . .  h), 
we have ( f (A l . )  . . . . .  f (Ah, ) )  ~ co. We denote by Pol co = { f6  P: f preserves co} and it 
is obvious that Pol co is a strong partial clone. In the following we will say clone for 
strong partial clone. The two following results are known. 
Lemma 1 [10]. Let C be a clone. There exists a nonempty fami ly o f  relations 
{co/: i c I} such that C = Ni~ i Pol coi. 
A t-ary relation 2 is said to be repetition f ree if prij2~_o9 k for all O<_i<j<_t-1, 
where co~. = {(x,x): x~k} and pr~]2 = {(xi, xy): (xo .... ,x~_t)~2 }. Moreover 2 is Jr- 
redundant if it is repetition free and has no fictitious component  (see [9]). 
Lemma 2 [10]. Let co be an h-ary relation, ,~ a t-ary irredundant relation on k (h >_ 2, 
t_> 2). Then Pol co ___ Pol 2 i f  and only i f  fo r  some integer n > 0 there exist maps 
q/i: 0 ~ t (i = 1 . . . . .  n) such that 
t=  CJ I raqi ,  
i 1 
x = {(x o . . . . .  x t l )e_U:  (x~,(o) . . . . .  X~(h_ l ) )eco , i=  1 , . . . ,n} .  
Example. Let co be a binary relation on k and ,;t the ternary relation defined by 
,~ = {(X0,Xl,X2) e_k3: (X0,XI)Eco, (X2,X0)Eco }. 
Then Polcoc_Pol2.  (Here n=2,  gq(0)=0,  qJl(1)= 1, I//2(0)=2, I//2(1)=0 ). 
For h_>2, we denote by E h the set of all equivalence relations on _/7={0,..., 
h -a} .  
Definition 3. Let h > 2, e 6 Eh. Put 
A+ = {(x 0 . . . . .  x~+ l) e _kh: ( i , j)  ~ e = x i = xj} 
(i.e. A~ consists of all h-tuples which are constant on every equivalence class of e). 
An h-ary relation CO is diagonal if there exists e eE  h such that CO =A~. Note that if 
e c_ e'  (inclusion between binary relations), then A~, c_ A~. 
Example.  Let h =4 and e the equivalence relation on 4 with the two classes {0, 3} 
and { 1, 2}. Then 
A e = {(x ,y ,y ,x) :x ,  yEk} .  
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Lemma 4. Let h >_ 2 and 2 be a nonempty  relation on k. Then 
Po l2=P ,~ 2 is diagonal. 
N.B.  Po[ 0=P.  
Proof .  (=)  is obvious. 
(=)  Let Pol 2 =P.  Then Oa-{ fePk : f  is everywhere defined} is the set of all 
everywhere defined operat ions preserving 2. It is well known [8, p.68] that this im- 
plies that 2 is a d iagonal  relation. L; 
Let C:#P be a clone on k. C is maximal  if for every clone C '  on k, the inclusion 
Co_ C '  implies C= C '  or C '= P. Note that by Lemma 1 if C is a (strong) maximal 
(partial)  clone, then there exists a relation ~o such that C = Pol 6. Such a relation 
is not unique, e.g. 
Pol ~ - Pol(o @ _k) - Pol(o ~) ~o) 
(where the concatenat ion of  o with a t-ary relation ~ is 0 @ c~-{(a0 . . . . .  ah+t_L): 
(a 0 . . . . .  a/, 1 )•0 ,  (aj . . . . . .  a/,~t 1)•~7}). For practical reasons, we want thear i tyo f  
0 to be as small as possible. It is appropr iate  to choose 0 among the h-ary relations 
so that the number of  h-tuples ]g?l in ~o be minimal.  This leads to the fol lowing 
definit ion. 
Definilion 5. Let h_> 1 and 0 be an h-ary relation on k. We say that the relation ~o 
is extremal if 
(1) Polio is a maximal  part ial  clone, and 
(2) if Po lo -Po la  for a t-ary relation ~r, then t>_h and t -h= IOi---i~]. 
It is obvious that for each maximal clone C, there exists an extremal relation ~ 
such that C -Po l  g_.). Note that an extremal relation is i r redundant.  
Definilion 6. Let h_>2 and Lo be an h-ary relation. We say that the relat ion 0 is 
strongly reflexive if for each equivalence  on h, e #: co h = {(x, x): x • _h }, there exists 
an equivalence '~_ e such that ~o (7 A, : -  A,:, and if for h 2, ~o #: k 2 and 0 4: ~o/,. The 
relation 0 is said to be areflexive if oNA, : -O  for each e•E/ , ,  e:/:COh. 
Example.  Let h = 3. The relation ~o a U {(x,x, y): x ,y  • k} (where ~r is an areflexive 
relation) is strongly reflexive. 
Put E t*=E/ , \  s~o t t t t  ~ " 
Lemma 7. Let h >_ 2 and g be an extremal relation. Then either o is are f lexive o1" 
strongly reflexive. 
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Proof. Suppose that ~o is not areflexive. Put 
G = {eeE~: oVIAe 4:0 }. 
By our assumption G~0.  Let eeG,  a=(a  0 . . . . .  ah_ l )eoVIA ~ and let B 0 . . . . .  Bt 1 
be the blocks of  e. Obviously l<_t<h. We define 4~ : _h--,_t by setting O(Bfl={j} 
( j=0  . . . . .  t -  1). Note that ¢p is surjective. Put 
T = {(X 0 . . . . .  X t 1)e_k" :  (x~(0) . . . . .  xo( h 1))e~o}. 
We denote by ij the smallest element of By ( j=  0 . . . . .  t -1 ) .  Clearly (ai~ . . . . . .  ai, i)e r 
and thus r~e0. According to Lemma 2 we have Pol £) _c Pol r and by the extremality 
of  ao Po l r=P .  Thus there exists an equivalence r /eE  t such that r A , .  Conse- 
quently there exists e'eE~ such that e_ce' and ao(hA~=A~,. Let nh=h_ 2 be the 
greatest equivalence on h. We have e'c_ 7r h and thus A~hc_A~,=~VIA ~. It follows 
that A ~, c_ ~) and consequently A ~h c_ 0 f3 A~ for each equivalence/z e Eh*, therefore 
G = Eh* and ~) is strongly reflexive. 
In view of this result, we may study areflexive relations and strongly reflexive rela- 
tions separately. This paper studies the first type. Strongly reflexive relations are 
studied in [5, 6]. 
Remarks. (1) Let s be a permutation on k. Let n_> 1 andfbe  an n-ary partial opera- 
tion on k whose domain is D/c_ k". We define the partial n-ary operation f(s) by 
setting 
DZ., = s(Df) = {(S(Xl) . . . . .  s(xn)): (xl . . . . .  xn) eDf}, 
and f(')(Xl . . . . .  xn)=s(f(s l(x l) . . . . .  s l(xn))) for every (Xl . . . . .  x~)eDf~.~. 
For a set F of  partial operations on k, put 
F(S) = {f(s): fe  F}. 
It is easy to see that the mapping C--, C (s) is an automorphism of the lattice of  par- 
tial clones, in particular C is maximal if and only if C (s) is maximal. 
Let h_  2 and let ~o be an h-ary relation. Put 
S(~O) = {(S(X0) . . . . .  S(X h 1))E_]'(h: (X 0 . . . . .  X h l )e~}.  
The verification of  (Pol ~o)(S)c_ Pol s(~)) is direct and immediate. By applying this 
result twice we have 
Polio = ((Polao)s) (s ') c_c_ (Pols(Lo)) (~ ') c__ Po ls  ~(s(g)) = Polio, 
thus Pol 0 = (Pol s(~o)) (" ') and Pols(Lo) = (Polio) (~). As (Pol Q)(~)= Pol s(~o), it 
follows that ~o is extremal if and only if s(~o) is extremal. Thus we can consider ela- 
tions up to isomorphism and choose ~) such that the notation becomes impler. 
(2) For O<_i<_h-1 let prig={ai:(a o . . . . .  ah_ l )e~} and let Be=Pr0aoUPr l~)U 
• .. 1,3 pr h 1 ~o (i.e. B e is the subset of  _k covered by Lo). In view of  the last remark we 
can choose ~o such that 
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Be=b_={O, 1..... b- I}  and (0 . . . . .  h -1 )¢~o.  
In the fo l lowing,  we descr ibe for h >_ 2 the h-ary  aref lexive extremal  re lat ions.  We 
denote  by &, the permutat ion  group  o f  {0 . . . . .  h -1}  and 1 h the ident i ty  permuta-  
t ion.  For  every permutat ion  n • Sh, let 
o ~-  {(x~(0~ . . . . .  x~l/, ~)):(&~ . . . . .  xh ~)e~o}. 
We say that  the re lat ion 0 is symmetric under  :z if 0 - 0 (~> and asymmetric under  ~r 
if ~o FI ~o ('~1 = 0. Let 
Lemma 8. Let 0 be an h-ary areflexive xtremal relation. Then 
(1) G o is a subgroup oJS/,, and 
(2) ~ is symmetric under each zr ~ @, and asymmetric under each zr ~ &, \ G~,. 
Proof .  Because of  o CI LO (lh) ~O#=0 we have 1/, e G,,. Note that if r~ ~ G,2, then ~ is 
symmetr ic  under  ~. Indeed let 
it 0A~o I ' : l={(x0  . . . . .  &, l )ekh : (x l l  . . . . . .  v/, i )eQ and 
(x~i01 . . . . . .  v~i/, Ii) e~o}. 
Then 2 #:0 and Po l  it g: P because Lo is repet i t ion free. But Pol  ~o c_ Pol  it impl ies 
Po l~o=Po l  2 because o f  the max imal i ty  of  Pol io.  On the other  hand i21 _< ILo I and 
by the ext remal i ty  of  ~o, l i t ]= I~ol so it =~o. Thus ~o Clio (v) ~o which impl ies ~o c_ o (~t 
and since I~ol = ILo('~) I we have Q=~o (~1. Thus neG,: if and only if ~o ~o I'~). 
Let zr,~eG o and put a=noo (the compos i t ion  of  zt and or). Then ~"~}=0 t'r ~t= 
(01°)) ~'~) ~ol'~)= ~o and thus ~ ~ G~,. Now it is known that a subsemigroup of  a f inite 
group  is a group,  so G o is a group.  
Moreover  0 is asymmetr ic  under  each n • &, \ G e by def in i t ion.  ] 
Definition 9. Let h >_ 2 and ~o be an h-ary aref lexive re lat ion on 6". The model of  £~ 
is the h-ary  re lat ion 
X,, {(zr(O) . . . . .  ~(h -  1)): ~ e G,,} 
on h={0 . . . . .  h - l} .  
Note  that  yo=~o [t, if (0 . . . . .  h -1 )e~o.  
A strong h-coloring of  ~o is a map ~ : k ~ h which is a re lat ional  homomorph ism 
f rom Lo to Yo, i.e. for every (x 0 . . . . .  xh j)e~o, (~(x0) . . . . .  0~(x h j ) )ey , , .  
Note  that  such ~) are sur ject ive.  The existence of  strong h-co lor ing  is d iscussed at 
the end of  this paper .  
Example. Let k 5. 
o {(0, 1,2), (1, 0, 2), (1, 3, 4), (3, 1, 4), (0, 1, 4), (1,0, 4)}. 
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It is obvious that Gp={13,~z(0,1)} where ~z(0,1)(0)= 1, z~(0,1)(l)=0 and z~(0,1)(2)=2. 
Here y~o = {(0, 1,2),(1,0,2)}. 
Define 0 : _5 ~ 3_ by setting q~(0) = q~(3) = 0, 0(1) = 1 and 0(2) = 0(4) = 2. Then 0 is 
a strong 3-coloring of 6. 
We now have our main result. 
Theorem 10. Let h >_ 2 and 6 be an h-ary areflexive relation. Then 6 is extremal i f  
and only i f  
(a) 6 is symmetr ic  under G o and asymmetric under Sh \ Go, and 
(b) 6 admits a strong h-coloring. 
Proof. (=)  Let 6 be an h-ary areflexive xtremal relation. Then by Lemma 8, (a) 
holds. Let B = Pro 6 U ... U pr n 1 6 be the subset of  _k covered by Q. We can assume 
that B=_b={0 . . . . .  b - l}  and (0 . . . . .  h -1 )~.  Put 
a={(Xo, Xl . . . . .  Xb_l)ek_b: (xio, Xil . . . . .  xih , )eQ if (i0, il . . . . .  ih-1)e6}. (1) 
Note that h_< b. We denote by 6* the relation 6 regarded as a relation on the set 
B. Note that in fact a c_ B b, therefore we can write 
a = {(q~(0) . . . . .  q~(b- 1)): ~b e End 0"}, (2) 
where End 6" is the set of  endomorphisms (i.e. relational homomorphisms)  of 6*. 
Obviously id b e End 6" so (0, 1 . . . . .  b - 1) e a. Then a ~ 0 and because (0 . . . . .  0) ~ a, a 
is not diagonal.  Now Pol  6 c_ Pol a*  P implies Pol 6 = Pol a, and as 6 is i r redundant 
m there exist an integer m>0 and q/i:b_-~h_ ( i= 1 . . . . .  m) such that h=Ui=l  Im ~'i and 
6 = {(X0 . . . . .  Xh_ l )~k_h :  (Xqj,(0) . . . . .  X~ffi( b l ) )eO ' ,  i=  1 . . . . .  m}. (3) 
By assumption (0 . . . . .  h - 1) ~ 6- The first condit ion of  (3) appl ied to (x 0 . . . . .  Xh l) = 
(0 . . . . .  h - 1) gives (~,1(0) . . . . .  ~f i (b -  1))e~. Now by (1) we have (~,l(i0) . . . . .  q/l(ih 1))e 
6 for all (i 0 . . . . .  ih 1) e 6. Thus q/l : _b ~ _h is a relational homomorph ism from 6* to 
6 Ih (where 6 IA is the restriction of  the relation 6 on the set A).  It is easy to see that 
6 [h = Y o. We define X : k--*h by setting X(x) = ~q(x) for all xe_b and Z(x) =0 other- 
wise. Clearly Z is a relat ional homomorph ism from O to Yo and therefore 6 admits 
a strong h-coloring. 
(=)  Let 6 be an h-ary areflexive relation satisfying (a) and (b), r a t-ary irredun- 
dant relation such that Pol 6 c_ Pol r :~ P. By Lemma 2, for some integer n > 0 there 
exist maps 0j : _h ~ t ( j  = 1 . . . . .  n) such that 
t= 0 Im q~;, 
j= l  
r={(x  0 . . . . .  x t i )ekt : (x~A0) . . . . .  x¢A h l ) )e6 ,  j=  1 . . . . .  n}. 
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Let I={(~j (O)  . . . . .  ~j(h 1) ) : j= l  . . . . .  n}. Obvious ly ,  1 is an h-ary relat ion on t 
cover ing t. Since 9 is areflexive and  r:/=O, we see that ¢{i(0) . . . . .  ¢~j(h-1)  are pair-  
wise dist inct.  We can assume that (0, . . . ,  h )e  I. Indeed let 7r be a permutat ion  of  t 
such that n J( j)  ~ j ( j )  fo r j=O . . . . .  h - I  and let 
r '  {(x0 . . . . .  x, ~):(x,~,)~ . . . . . .  v~ I, . ) ) s~}.  
Since v' v I'~) we have Pol r '=  Pol r and it is obvious that 
r '=  {(x 0 . . . . .  x, j )ek : : (xo : lo  ) . . . . .  xo;ih j ) )eo ,  j 1 . . . . .  n}, 
where¢;=¢ j ,~Tr ( j  1 . . . . .  n). We have O~(i) i ( i=0  . . . . .  h - l ) ,  thus (0 . . . . .  h 1 )•  
I '  (where I '  is def ined for r '  as I for r). 
We can regard r as Hom(1,Q), the set of  relat ion homomorph isms f rom I~ 9. In- 
deed we can ident i fy  (xo . . . . .  x: i )e  v with q/" t-~ ~_" def ined by setting ¢ff(i) xi for 
all i 0 , . . . , t  1. By assumpt ion  there exists q~ : k -~h which is a re lat ional  homo-  
morph ism from o to Y o. Fix qJ • Horn( l ,  6). We have ~5 q~, q /•  Horn( l ,  y~,). Note 
that 6 " _t -~ h is surjective. Indeed since (0 . . . . .  h - 1) • I, we have (5(0) . . . . .  c~(h 1)) • 
y~, so 5(0) . . . . .  cS(h 1) are pairwise dist inct and {¢5(0) . . . . .  6(h 1)} 0 (i.e. ~ ]h is a 
permutat ion  of  0)- Put 
{(x0 . . . . .  x/, 1): (x~lo) . . . . .  x,~l, 11) • r}.  
Since ¢5 is surjective we have Pol rc_ Po12. We will prove that )o 6. Let (x0 . . . . .  
xh 1)•2  hence (x,s,) t. . . . .  x,~l: l ) )e r .  In view of  (0 . . . . .  h 1 )•1  we have (x,~i01 . . . . .  
x~i/, ~) )•e  and therefore (x0 . . . . . .  ~:h t )•9  (since (5(0) . . . . .  cS (h -1) )•y , j ,  i.e. ~ ]/, = 
G,),  so fl g9 .  Converse ly  let (xo . . . . .  Xh ~)eO. We show that (x,~ . . . . . .  re, 1))@ T. In- 
deed let (io . . . . .  ih 1 )• I .  Since o~•Hom( l ,y , , )  we have (g(i0) . . . . .  6(i/, i))•7,~,, i.e. 
there is a 7~ • G~, such that 15(tli) = ~z(tii) = ~( j )  for every j=0 . . . . .  h - 1. It fol lows that 
since ~z • G# and (xo . . . . .  Xh 1) • 9. Therefore  (x,~10) . . . . .  x,~l: 1~) • v and (xo . . . . . .  v/, 1) • 
2. This proves that 9 c_ 2, thus Po lg= Pol r and Po19 is max imal  clone. 
We now show that 9 is extremal.  Let 9 '  be an h'-ary i r redundant  relat ion such 
that h '<h and Pol 9 '=  Pol 9. Since Po19 c_ Pol 9 ' ,  there exist an integer n>0 and 
maps q~, :h~h 'such  that h '  U',' 1 lmq~iand 
9' {(x0 . . . . .  Xh, l ) •k / " :  (x,/,,~o) . . . . . .  v~,,¢/, i ) )eg ,  i=  1 . . . . .  n} (4) 
In view of h '<h none of  the maps Oi can be injective ( i= 1 . . . . .  n). Thus (x¢,,10~ . . . . .  
XC,,¢h 0¢g  for each i 1 , . . . ,n ,  since 9 is areflexive. Therefore 6 '=0 which con- 
tradicts Pol  6 '  Po194:  P. 
Now consider  an h-ary relat ion 6 '  on k such that Pol  9 Pol  0 '  Since 9 is areflex- 
ire, all maps dp i in (4) are inject ive (i = 1 . . . . .  n) and therefore ~, e Sh for all i = 1 . . . . .  
n (h = h ' ) .  But 9 is symmetr ic  under  G,, and asymmetr ic  under  5~ \ GL,. Therefore 
either 6 '  0 or  Oi•G<, for all i=  1 . . . . .  n, and this case 9 '  9, prov ing that 19'l = 9 ]  
which completes the proof .  ~ 
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Examples.(1)  Let k=4 and 0={(0,1,2),(1,0,2),(1,2,3),(2,1,3)}.  Here Go= 
{14,7~(0.1)}. It is easy to check that ~o does not admit a strong 3-coloring and 
therefore Pol p is not a maximal clone. Indeed put 
T = {(Xo,X1,Xz,X3): (Xo ,X1 ,X2)~ and (XI,X2,X3)E~O }. 
We have r= {(0, 1,2,3)} and thus Po lQCPo l  r~P .  
(2) Let k= 5 and consider ~ as defined in the example preceding Theorem 10. 
Here Pol Q is a maximal clone. For instance if r is an h-ary relation defined by 
V = {(Xo,X1,X2,X3,X4) E 55: (Xo, XI,X2) ~0, (XI,X3,X4) EkO, (Xo, XI,X4) EkO}, 
and so Pol Q _c Pol r ~ P. Put 
fl = { (Xo, XI,X2) e 53: (Xo,X1,X2,XO,X2) e "( }. 
Then Pol r c_ Pol/1 and it is easy to check that/~ = ~o. 
3. The binary case 
Let ~o be a binary extremal areflexive relation. By Lemma 8 G o is a subgroup of 
$2 and thus either Go = { 12} and therefore ~ is asymmetric or G o = $2 and ~ is sym- 
metric. We have the following corollary. 
Corol lary 11. Let ~ be a binary areflexive symmetric relation (i.e. a simple graph). 
Then ~ is extremal i f  and only i f  p is a bipartite graph (i.e. the cycles of  o are even). 
Proof .  First note that Yo = {(0, 1), (1,0)}. 
(=)  By Theorem 10 there exists a relational homomorphism ~' from Q to Yo" Let 
{(Xl, x2), (x2, x3) . . . . .  (x2t+ 1, xl)} c_ 0 be an odd cycle of  •. Put x2t + 2 = Xl. We choose 
the notation such that ~U(Xl) = 1. It is easy to see that q/(X2s ) =0 for 1 <_s<t+ 1 and 
q/(x2s+l) = 1 for 1 <<-s<t. Then 0= q/(X2t+2 ) = q/(Xl)= 1, a contradiction. Thus 
does not have an odd cycle and therefore ~o is a bipartite graph. 
(=)  Let ~o be a bipartite graph. Therefore there exist two subsets A and B of  k 
such that AAB=O and ~c_(AxB)U(B×A) .  We define q / :k - ,2  by setting 
~u(A) = {0} and q/(_k \ A )= {1} and it is immediate that ~, is a strong 2-coloring of  
~o. It follows by Theorem 10 that ~o is extremal. [] 
Corol lary 12. Let ~ be a binary areflexive asymmetric relation (i.e. a directed 
graph). Then ~ is extremal i f  and only i f  Q does not have two consecutive arcs. 
Proof .  Note that 7o = {(0, 1)}. 
(=)  Assume that ~ has two consecutive arcs (x1,x2) and (x2,x3). Thus for any 
map q/: k - ,  {0, 1} such that (q/(xl), ~'(x2)) =(0, 1), we have (~u(x2), ~(x3)) :g: (0, 1). 
Therefore ~0 does not have a strong 2-coloring and thus is not extremal. 
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(=)  Assume that ~o does not have two consecutive arcs. Put L = {xe_k: (x,y) e o 
for some y e _/5} and define q., : k ~ {0, 1 } by setting q/(L) - {0} and ~(k  \ L) = { 1 }. 
As 0 does not have two consecutive arcs q/ is a relat ional homomorph ism from Lo 
to ~'~, and by Theorem 10 ~o is extremal.  ] 
By way of  conclusion, we give the fol lowing remark.  
Remark  13. Theorem 10 poses the fol lowing problem: Let 2<h<_k ,  G a subgroup 
of  Sh and =o an h-ary areflexive relation symmetric under each rt e G and asym- 
metric under each 7r e S h \ G. Under what condit ion can 0 be strongly h-colored? 
Suppose that there exist x- (x  o,.. . ,x/1 ~)e~o andy- (y0 , . . . , yh  l )e& such that 
xi:/:Yi for a O<_i<_h-1 and Xi=y j  for all j~ i ,  O<_j<_h-1.  Let q~ be a strong h- 
color ing of  ~o. Then (b (x i ) -~(Y i )  (this fol lows from the definit ion of  Yo and from 
the fact that q) is surjective). Put Lo* ~ollx\,~. ) Obviously O can be strongly h- 
colored if and only if the same holds for 0". Repeating this process as many times 
as possible we can assume that the fol lowing holds: 
For  every O<_i<_h-1 and all ao . . . . .  a i i ,a i+ l , . . . ,ah  iEk ,  there is at most one 
element aie  k such that (ao . . . . .  ai 1, ai, ai ~ i . . . . .  ah I ) E ~o. 
Example.  For h = 3 and G~, = $3 such a relation ~ is a Steiner part ial  system, i.e. a 
system of 3-element sets such that for each pair {x,y} there exists at most one ele- 
ment ze~" satisfying {x,) ' ,z} e~o. 
The strong color ing of  Steiner systems has been studied by Co lbourn et al. [1]. 
It fol lows from [1, Theorem 2.2] that for h=3 and Ge-S~,  the problem of  deter- 
mining if ~o can be strongly 3-colored is NP-complete.  
With the exceptions of  the cases h = 2 (trivial) and h = 3 (mentioned above), the 
problem has not yet been considered. We state the fol lowing question: For which 
h_> 3 and subgroup G o of  St, is the problem NP-complete? 
Note added in proof 
The strong coloring problem has been studied recently, see [16]. 
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